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The history and 

politics of visioning



(This presentation is slightly different from the one given at 
the conference, by addition of two extra slides and some 
amendments based on discussion at the conference. It may 
be used freely, with acknowledgment, but note that some of 
the images, copied from the internet, may be copyright of 
the original producers, who are rarely identified)



A Collective Institutional Cognitive Dissonance of 
Town Planning? 

• Visions in conflict with the images used to express them?

• Clarity of intent vs confusion of practice?

• Self-fulfilling forecasts?

• 'Long- term' taken to mean 'Later'?

• Strategies with incompatible components... ?

(I shall argue it's not as bad as that)







‘The hidden beauty of Spaghetti Junction’ (Mail Online 2012)





The Technocratic Tradition since 1920s

Films, Science Fiction, Toys, Cars

(not the solution to planning issues, but it 
affects people's minds)







“Flying cars could cut emissions, replace planes, and free up roads”

but   “not soon enough”







The Planning Tradition 1930s-1950s

A strong welfare tradition in town planning, often with socialist 
orientation, which sought better living conditions by slum 
clearance, decentralisation, modern suburbs, and roads to match 
- but simply did not understand the feedback mechanisms that 
would increase car ownership and undermine the intentions.



Alker Tripp, Assistant Commissioner of Police, the 
'father of traffic calming'...



... in precincts, vehicle priority on arterials, and 
fresh air in the country



Abercrombie, 1944
A new road plan, based on  
decentralisation of population and 
employment...





... and increases in car ownership. County of London Plan 1943 “it is not 
an idle speculation, therefore, to assume that within a few years the 
numbers of mechanical vehicles will be twice or thrice those of 
1938....The war has made a vast number of people for the first time 
mechnaically minded, and has given a great impetus to the production of 
moter vehicles...”





Abercrombie had lasting effect on transport 
planning

1944 plan became the 1960s proposal for three concentric 
ringways in London, the Motorway Box which led directly to the 
'Homes Before Roads' protest movement in the 1970s, which, in 
parallel with professional rethinking, later gave an intellectual 
critique  of 'predict and provide', which is now an essential part 
of the new urbanism, and recognition of 'better places'. But not 
immediately...



Buchanan 1964



1989: the high point of 'predict and provide', and its 
downfall

Margaret Thatcher - 'the biggest 
road programme since the Romans' 
- but  'New Realism' 1991: even 
twice as much road building would 
not keep up with traffic forecasts, 
so demand management especially 
of car use would become necessary



'Roads to Prosperity' abandoned by 1994



Predict and Provide - but



REVISIONS 1990s 

LEARNING – German town centre pedestrianisation, Dutch traffic calming…
+
RESEARCH - Induced traffic, ‘disappearing’ traffic
=
‘New Realism’ that predict and provide road building doesn’t work – and 
alternative policies to reduce car dependence do work

Led by Conservative local authorities in SE 1991-94, New 
Labour White Paper 1998, but loss of momentum after  
2000



Around 1991, car use in towns started declining (but 
not noticed for 15 years)



...especially for young people
(Peter Headicar, Chatterjee et al)



Urban Policy/Density/Transitions

Rich, economically successful cities with high incomes and growing 
population – greatest reduction in car use  (London – similar trends to 
cities like  Munich,  Paris – and smaller cities like Freiburg,  
Strasbourg…)

• Also reductions in medium size towns especially English ‘sustainable travel 
towns’ 2004-8 , 

• and lower car use in high density new urban developments.

Behaviour change builds up over time triggered by life events – same profile 
as time-dependent lagged elasticities



Better Transport for Better Places 

Long lived images from the past
County of London Plans 1943-45
Two traditions 1970s-1989
Clarity of intent 1990s...
... but inconsistency of application
Where next?



Congestion, Mobility, Health, Quality of life, & 
Equity

The central policy problem is the dominant role of private car use. 

If we don’t tackle that, all other solutions will be partial, temporary, 
or self-defeating. 

It can be solved by reduced car use, better provision for 
alternatives, and more sensible pricing, taxation, regulation, 
development and planning - including planning of non-transport 
services. 

Better, cleaner, fairer and more comfortable conditions for nearly 
everybody. 



Resistance to this approach

• Politicians fearful they will not be supported, 

• Deeply rooted illusions that predict-and-provide policies can work

• Vested interests in continuing and expanding the market for cars

• Most millions of people have got locked in to car dependence, and 
see no viable alternative 

public transport services are expensive, poor quality, or crowded,  walking 
and cycling poorly funded, and continually impeded by excessive traffic. 



This resistance can be overcome and turned into 

support by a careful and far-sighted implementation 

strategy which makes the necessary improvements 

at the same time as any restrictions, 

and gives people time to adjust their life styles and 

choices. 



Such a policy takes time - a 10-20 year timetable, with conditions 

that would still be improving for another 20 years after that. 

From year 1 all policies, initiatives and projects to be tested for 

consistency with this long term process. 

1% reduction in car use per year - a policy to form 

the habits of the next generation. 



But Climate Change as an Emergency?
change the habits of the present generation

• we do not have 10-20 years to implement the policies and 

another 20 to see the full impacts. 

• Even on the most optimistic assumptions about the role of 

electric vehicles,  we need to reduce the amount of car use by a 

minimum of something like a third in the next 10 years, 

• A reduction in car use of about 3% a year. 



The Collective Institutional Cognitive Dissonance of 
Town Planning 

“Every City Hall in North America has this problem - cities make 
clear statements about the kind of growth they want (smart 
growth) and the kind they don't want (sprawl) 

But their rules, policies, standards, incentives etc make growth in 
WRONG places much easier than in RIGHT places”

Brent Toderian 2019



The challenges facing transport planning

Four provocations

#tpn2019



Keith Mitchell
Director, Community Development & 

Infrastructure 

Peter Brett Associates (now part of Stantec)
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Unlocking development 

and economic 

productivity
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Co-Director 
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Delivering net zero 

carbon



Joanna Ward
Associate Transport Planner 

Elliott Wood Partnership
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Promoting equality 

and inclusivity





Whose transport system is it anyway ?



Whose transport system is it anyway ?

‘Transport is at the heart of how we live our lives. It helps us get to work, stay in touch 

with friends and family, contribute to society and access vital services like healthcare 

and education. Easy access to transport is central to building a stronger, fairer 

economy.’

Department for Transport - Inclusive Transport Strategy – updated July 2019



Whose transport system is it anyway ?



Whose transport system is it anyway ?

A Transport system fit for everyone;

• Coherent

• Direct

• Safe

• Comfortable

• Attractive



Whose transport system is it anyway ?



Whose transport system is it anyway ?



Whose transport system is it anyway ?

• j.ward@elliottwood.co.uk

• Elliott Wood https://www.elliottwood.co.uk/

• Women in Transport https://www.womenintransport.com/

• Transport Planning Society https://tps.org.uk/

• Twitter @JRWWRJ

mailto:j.ward@elliottwood.co.uk
https://www.elliottwood.co.uk/
https://www.womenintransport.com/
https://tps.org.uk/




James Gleave
Director 

Mobility Lab
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Adapting to future 

mobility trends



Adapting to future mobility 
trends
James Gleave

Director



The future vision of your area isn’t just 
yours to own. And there are big 

opportunities in doing that.



Thinking about impacts of change is good

Source: Litman (2019)

Source: NIC (2018)



Understanding the change process is 
good

Facts about what is happening is 
often our evidence, but understanding 
deeper levels of causality allows us to 
ascribe meaning to them.

When you understand that meaning, 
you can vision successfully.



Current power structures have built up 
interatively over time

This is a simplified version 
of the land use system in 

the UK!

Source: Government Office for Science (2010)



Considering who should have the agency 
over the future is better

Travel choices are constrained 

by practicality, cultural norms, 

and by the social structures that 

influence us.

Acting 

independently 

and having 

free choices

National Government

City / Regions

Local Authorities

Established players

Disruptive influences

Social Action
Maximising 

utility

Upholding 

the social 

contract



What powers over the future would you 
give up?

Acting 

independently 

and having 

free choices

● Should communities own the 

vision for their area, and task 

authorities with delivering it?

● Does this need to be 

enshrined in law to happen?

● Will communities care enough 

about their future to take 

meaningful action?

● Can they be trusted?

● Should they be empowered to 

run services?

● Should Neighbourhood Plans 

be beefed up, with 

professional support?

● Can they better define ‘what 

works?’

● Should we have a Future 

Generations Act?



We then get to break out of what we 
always do

Steward Leader Customer Provider Funder Regulator Legislator

Early 

intervention

Champion Agenda Setting Catalyst Innovator Early Adopter Encourage 

Voluntary Codes

Green Papers

Framing, 

piloting, market 

forming

Convening 

Power

Strategy and 

Skills Planning

Standard 

Setting

Reformer Fiscal 

Incentives

Governance White Papers 

and Draft Bills

Scaling and 

market building

Connecting 

Networks

Educating and 

Informing

Intelligent 

Customer

Service 

Provider

Grants and 

Subsidies

Building 

Regulatory 

Environment

Primary and 

Secondary Law

Mature markets 

and ecosystems

Co-producing Collaborating Consumer and 

supply chain 

protection

Choice 

Architect

Platform 

Provision

Compliance Amend Rules

Source: Cabinet Office (2016)



Thank You

Email: james@mobilitylab.org.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 7958 350159



Workshop One

Is the planning system equipped to 

respond to these challenges?
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Break
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Workshop One

Is the planning system equipped to 

respond to these challenges?

#tpn2019



Lunch
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Lynda Addison OBE FCIHT MTPS

Chair of the CIHT Sustainable Transport 

Panel & Immediate Past Chair of the 

Transport Planning Society
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Why do we need a 

vision?





Is this what we want to create?
Are we professional taking ENOUGH action?

Are we 
exploiting it 
effectively?

Transport is a key 
ingredient



And climate change!
We can’t afford to ignore & 
take no action!
We have a key role!!

Transport is part of answer 
to climate emergency



We aren’t only ones saying this…



Can we address these issues 
without a vision & a plan?

Health, well being and happiness

But also

Environment / air quality / climate change

Economy / congestion

And other things happening: 

– aging population, new technology, mobility of millennials, 
behavioural change, increasing uncertainty about going forward



• Change is driven by strategic policies & local plan

• Need to work collaboratively to agree how to respond to issues

• A clear vision for 15-20 years will establish:
 What do we want this place to be like? 

 Set out measures to achieve it

• But base vision on clear evidence base 

• Ensure sustainable transport is integrated from the outset and 
throughout

• Must be iterative process

Vision is required because….





NPPF

Local Plan / Development Plan

Neighbourhood Plan

Site framework / development 
briefs

Sets strategic vision of creating sustainable places

Reinforces NPPF vision, with clear expectation of sustainable 
outcomes expected from development in local area. Embraces 
challenges and opportunities

If appropriate, sets even more challenging targets and visions 
which directly meet the needs of local people

Should ensure placement and design directly aligns with vision 
set out in the development plan documents, and can be tested 
accordingly with high degree of certainty on sustainable 
outcomes. 

 Stakeholders views and 
opinion

 Defensible evidence base
 Visioning led
 Infrastructure Delivery Plan
 Implementation Programme/

Board

Strategic

Local

PPlanning applications



From work by Prof.
Peter Jones - CREATE

The way we plan for 
transport affects the 
form of place



Uncertainty Ahead

From CIHT Futures by Professor Glenn Lyons



New Advice just 
published
• Collaborative approach to 

• Works within NPPF

• Based on review of current 
blockages

• Key conclusion was need for 
vision

• To be followed by more 
detailed toolkit

VISION IS AT 

ITS CORE



A response to current concerns

• Assembled multi-disciplinary team to:
 Scrutinise process and find exemplars

 Work with stakeholders to dissect planning and transport process

 Develop new advice to improve delivery

Advocates a new way….

‘Plan for people and you get people, plan for cars and 
you get cars’



Fundamentals of Advice

• Set within current NPPF & regulation

• Produced through collaboration:

 Professional bodies – CIHT, RTPI, TPS

 Local Government representatives

 Private sector – consultancies, developers, transport operators

 Academic representatives

• Drafted to help all relevant professionals and interested parties 
including local communities



• Relates plan to the geography
• Makes it spatial
• Aligns local planning policy & local investment strategies
• Integrates transport strategy into the local plan from outset
• Evidence base & indicators include: health, environment, 

demographics, as well as all transport modes
• Establishes accessibility & mode share requirements & targets in Plan
• Maps and plans networks for all modes in PLAN

All part of steps to achieve the vision 

Vision drives Local Plan



From work by Prof. Glen Lyons - Transportation Research Part A: Policy and Practice, 88, 104-116. 

We need to understand the 
relationships to maximise 
accessibility & health 
benefits to achieve the 
Vision



• Shift away from “predict & provide” methodologies > OBJECTIVE 
LED – VISION BASED

• Authority drives choice of development sites based on clear 
criteria incl. accessibility

• Tests local plan vision & objectives through scenario-based, 
multi-criteria assessment

• Need for flexibility - uncertainty should be recognised

Evidence is critical



• Strategic & local plans establish an evidence-based definition of 
“significant” & “severe” in local context

• CIL & section 106 linked to Plan’s sustainable transport strategy 
with the Local Plan

• Make the link between development & accessibility explicit 
ensuring delivery

• Monitor strategic policies, vision & plan through clear multi-criteria 
indicators

• Implement the Plan collaboratively - project manage delivery 
through accountable body

Impact assessment is against VISION



In summary

• Advice seeks to improve sustainable outcomes & deliver a 
collective VISION

• Part of a process that requires all to think and act differently -
collaboratively throughout

• First stage is recognising current system is failing

• Solution lies in visioning the future we want

• And developing places and schemes that meet that vision

• Sustainable transport is then the enabler….

• The solution not the problem!



Where there is a will 
there is a way!

It can be done.

We have the tools!

Not rocket science……
… common sense



Workshop Two

Creating transformational visions 

at different scales 

#tpn2019



Stephen Bennett
Chair of the Transport Planning Society 

and Director at Arup
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What have we learnt?



Thank you for coming!

#tpn2019


